ELECTRIFYING YOUTH TO DRIVE CHANGE

HOW

Project Turbocharged brings electric transportation modes to Vancouver
grade schools for one day for students to explore in an interactive display.

Vancouver Grade School
+
Electric Cars, Bicycles,
Scooters, Motorcycles
+
Infographics
+
Facilitators
+
Dialogue
+
Fun
=
Zero Emission Personal
Transportation Adoption

The project combats the lack of awareness and misinformation surrounding
these transportation choices in a novel way: by showing it to youth who may
not even be old enough to drive.
Yet youth are change makers and decision makers in their families and for
others around them. They are growing up with the alternatives. They understand. The ultimate aim is to foster greater adoption of zero emission forms
of personal transportation in order to meet the goals of the Transportation
2040 Plan.

WHY IS IT NEEDED?
In 2040, 30% of travel from personal transportation modes

Electric Transportation Modes Display at Vancouver Grade Schools

AND

must be zero emissions to meet targets
BUT

Currently electric vehicles make up only 0.4% of
passenger vehicles in the Lower Mainland (ICBC, 2018)
AND
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WHY KIDS?the
Intergenerational influence

Only 50% of people can name an electric vehicle
make and model

Raise ecological citizens

Considerable perceived barriers to EV adoption
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on transportation choice and environmental values

must provide values and education early

BUT

Those with prior exposure are 25% more likely to adopt

Youth agency
charged up and ready drive change

FINDINGS
Research was gathered on barriers to EV adoption and cities with high adoption rates around the world and methodologies used to achieve them. Research was
also gathered on the intergerational impact of youth on transportation choice and environmental values. An analysis of effective communication methods for
environmental impact issues and youth engagement was used to help devise communication devices for the project.
Research shows that following a Subjective Social Norms approach, which normalizes behaviour to local groups is effective in breaking down perceived barriers
to adoption. Also using Stern’s Value-Belief-Norm model, understanding and speaking to students’ Biospheric and Altruistic Values will improve message uptake. Framing the issue using Health and Environmental Frames support messaging beyond that of simply switching transportation modes.
All of this research was used to inform the creation of infographics that are a key component of the communication in this project. Unique to this project is electric transportation mode awareness and education that is aimed at and speaks to youth. The findings are that youth have an impact on transportation choice and
the environmental values of those around them. Youth develop environmental values from an early age that they carry through their lifetime as citizens. Reaching
them with this project will assist in the adoption of zero emissions personal transportation choices in order to meet Transportation 2040 goals.
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just got pulled over by electric car.

Instant Acceleration

0 to 100 km/h in 4.4 seconds!
Top speed over 200 km/h

Saving $$, helping the

and busting

For jobs that drive all day EVs can save huge in reduced
fueling and maintenance costs and emissions

Two Engines!

1 What if your smartphone could charge in your pocket
When it’s NOT being used, your Electric Vehicle will be CHARGING

Like whenever parked - at home, school, work, the mall, or just dining out.

“Gas” stations everywhere!

Electric vehicles can be charged
at dedicated electric vehicle
charging stations OR
any standard household outlet

An electric vehicle can have a
separate engine dedicated to
each drive axle giving advanced
performance and acceleration

Electric Police cars already deployed

in Fremont California, worldwide cities and
in trial by the Ontario Police Department

CityStudio is an innovation hub where city staff, students, faculty and community work together to design
experimental projects that make Vancouver more sustainable, liveable and joyful. It works in collaboration
with the City of Vancouver and six post-secondary institutions (SFU, UBC, BCIT, Langara, ECUAD and NEC).

Always topped up and ready to go!
The average daily commute uses only
a fraction of the battery before it can
be topped up at home, work or both!

Going somewhere?

A full charge may only be needed
on long one way road trips.
Somebody going to Merritt?
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